Vision of ERUA

The European Reform University Alliance ERUA brings together five reform universities. The alliance builds on a shared vision of universities with a strength in constantly reimagining themselves, consisting of a strong community of students, academic and non-academic staff members with an awareness of their responsibility towards society, demonstrated creativity in Science, experimental approaches in Teaching and Learning.

ERUA considers itself as a “living laboratory”: The partner universities will jointly develop individualized learning pathways that are student-centered, project-based and research-oriented and will connect students from all five ERUA universities. A strong sense of European partnership will also emerge from training opportunities for non-academic staff, from research collaborations as well as targeted support of the multilingual and culturally diverse environments of our universities and a participative, open governance structure.

Together the partners reimagine the critical and inventive role of European universities – tackling global challenges in light of their regional contexts.
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Further Information
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ACCOMPANYING NATIONAL PROGRAMME

Priorities and Project Activities

- Virtual, interactive, pan european event series: “Our Europe today: our answers to current challenges”
- Certificate programme “Critical Thinking & Critical function of research and Higher Education institutions for students on Master degree and PhD level at reform universities”
- Reflection module to specifically foster and evaluate learning objectives and learning outcomes of international student mobilities
- Extension of course programmes for students on Bachelor and Master degree levels by promoting transfer activities in teaching as well as expanding virtual and blended learning formats
- Provision of additional short and intensive study programmes including digital components
- Digitalization of recognition procedures – measures to ameliorate recognition schemes for international student mobilities